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The Russian State Library  

information resources, where 

our Knowledge Organization 

Classification System supports 

and will support subject 

search. 

 

 



 

The RSL: 

 houses a unique collection of Russian and 

foreign documents in 367 languages; 

 

comprises over 45,5 m items making it the 

largest library in Europe in terms of the 

collection volume; 

 

 is a repository for specialized collections of 

maps, musical scores, musical recordings, 

rare books, dissertations, newspapers and 

other publications. 

 



The Library’s online catalogue 

comprised 9 m records.  

 

The number of full-text digital documents 

included in the RSL digital library  totals 

1,3m titles. 

 

The National Digital Library is a web 

portal. The NDL distributed architecture 

allows over 100 participants to provide 

free access to a complete NDL collection 

at over 4000 libraries in Russia. 



The NDL catalogue contains over 

39m records allowing locating 

printed copies in participating public 

libraries all over the country. 

Currently, the NDL contains over 4m 

digitized documents including over 

900 thousand dissertations and 

2,3m patents.  

Every month ab to 200 thousand 

users produce over 700 thousand 

views.  



The universal Russian Library 

Bibliographic Classification as a 

base for the Subject search. 

 

Acronym “BBK” derived from the 

Russian acronym “ББК” (Classification 

Scheme code rubbk in MARС 21 

format)  



Classification numbers generated for 

specific publications and manuscripts 

in the course of cataloguing may contain 

up to 20 and more hierarchy levels. 

 

 The diagrams show data on the amount 

of BBK numbers of each level (i.e. 

numbers of a specific length) in the 

online catalogue for section Ш (SH)  and 

Щ (SHCH). 



 

 

. SH/” Philological  

Sciences. Belles-lettres”. 



SHCH  Art. History of art 



 

The RSL technology options to ensure the 

use of semantic relationships :  

 
 A) the inclusion of wordings (captions) of 

BBK classification numbers in every 

bibliographic record or metadata embedded 

in full texts – embedded since 1998;  

 B) the creation of a Navigation system for 

navigating through classification 

hierarchical trees linked with OPAC - 

developed in 2013-2014;  

 C) the Classification system publication as 

Linked Open Data – 2015- 2017.  

  



A) Hierarchical strings of captions for 

classification numbers as document metadata              

              automatic use of all hierarchical 

relationships during information retrieval.  

 Examples: 

 Classification number (BBK number):  

D236.471 

 

String of captions: 

Earth science --  Geophysical sciences (geophisics) 

-- Meteorology  -- Atmospheric electricity -- Electric 

currents in the atmosphere -- Thunderstorms -- 

Lightning 

 

All the words at all hierarchical levels of the string serve as access points. 



Title:   

The “preposition” category in the Russian, English 

and Modern Greek. Dissertation 

BBK numbers:   

SH141.2-32 

SH143.21-32 

SH145.3-32 

Strings of captions:   

1) Philological sciences. Belles-lettres -- 

Linguistics – Languages of the world -- Indo-

European languages --  Slavic languages – 

Eastern  slavic languages --  Russian -- 

Lexicology – Semantics (semasiology)  
 



2) Philological sciences. Belles-lettres -- 

Linguistics -- Languages of the world -- Indo-

European languages -- Germanic languages 

– English --  Lexicology -- Semantics 

(semasiology)  

 

3) Philological sciences. Belles-lettres -- 

Linguistics -- Languages of the world -- Indo-

European languages --  Greek -- Modern 

Greek -- Lexicology -- Semantics 

(semasiology)  

Uncontrolled keyword: 

 preposition 

 



Navigation System 

The RSL General Classified 

Catalogue (GCC) was selected as 

the main data source for the 

classification system. 

 It is a conceptual basis of our 

knowledge system.  

The Classified catalogue guide cards (totaling 

about 130,000 units) were fully digitized, checked, 

edited, modernized by experts and embedded into 

the Navigation system. 

 



 

 

 



The Navigation System 

(Navigater) supports  

- direct hierarchical search;  

- search by arbitrary combinations 

of words in various grammatical 

forms of the Russian language 

taking into account certain word 

formation elements; 

- search by BBK numbers.  

 



When processing a query, the 

Navigator displays: 
 classification numbers generated in 

bibliographic records during the cataloguing 

process; 

 the caption hierarchy (string) for each 

classification number; 

 classification hierarchical tree levels in 

consecutive order; 

 the number of relevant  bibliographic 

records in the RSL OPAC for each 

classification number found. 



Classification System in LOD 

Environment 
 

This LOD technologies 

development project is supported 

by the Russian Foundation for 

Basic Research (RFBR).  

 

 



The structure features of 

classification data 

  
 



The key feature of a model is its adequacy 

for a specific task. 

Some libraries implement various machine-

readable classification schemes in their initial 

forms (convenient   for staff by the generation 

of classification numbers during the processing 

of documents, difficult for programming and for 

an end user work). 

 

We provide ready-made paths to the 

documents contained in data bases using 

ready-made classification numbers available for 

specific documents. 

 



 

 

 Three main differences between our 

classification model and other classification 

models in LOD:  

 

 

 It is based on ready-made classification 
numbers from the classified catalog already 
built by our staff for specific books, 
dissertations, etc. 

 In RDF representations, a classification 
number should be linked to the complete string 
of captions for such classification number.  

 Only those elements of the BBK classification 
are represented in our system as RDF triplets 
that can be used to enrich user queries.  

 

 



 

 

 Captions string of the 

previously considered 

example: 

 

 Philological sciences. Belles-lettres -

- Linguistics -- Languages of the 

world -- Indo-European languages --  

Greek -- Modern Greek -- Lexicology -

- Semantics (semasiology)  

 

 

 



 Paradigmatic relationships: 

(1) Philological sciences. Belles-

lettres -- Linguistics –  

(2)Languages of the world -- Indo-

European languages --  Greek -- 

Modern Greek –  

(3) Lexicology -- Semantics 

(semasiology) 

 Sintagmatic relationships between  

string parts: 

(1) – (2) – (3) 



Additional ways of enriching 

user queries 

search words from guidance 

notes  (skos:example); 

various grammatical forms of the 

Russian words; 

word formations of all the words 

contained on the Classification 

system database  



Words from guidance notes  

For number Щ(SHCH)314.043  

(Art. Art history -- Music – Individual kinds 
of music and music performance – Vocal 
music – Theory of Vocal Music – Types, 
genres and forms of vocal music – Vocal 
genres of chamber music repertoire)  

 

the following guidance note is encoded:  
“Cantata, vocal cycles, romance song, 
song, ballad, etc.”  

 



The noun “sun” in various 

Russian cases  

cолнце -  солнца – солнцем 

-  солнцу / 

 solnce – solnca – solncem – 

solncu.   

 



Suppletive plural  forms 

человек / chelovek – люди / 

lyudi (Russian),  

man – people (English),  

Mensch – Menschen, Leute 

(German) 
 



Аdjectives formed from 

nouns 
Солнце/solnce = солнечный/ 

solnechnyj (Russian) 

 

Sonne = sonnig (German),  

 

sun = sunny (English). 

 



The RDF presentation of 

the classification data 
  

The structure of the RDF 

presentation for the 

Classification system looks as 

follows: 



skos:Concept 
 

skos:notation 
 

skos:prefLabel 

 
skos:altLabel 
 

skos:broader 
 

skos:narrower 
 

skos:related 
 

skos:example 
 

skos:hiddenLabel 
 

skos:historyNote 

skos:changeNote 

URI 
 

classification number 
 

hierarchical string of 

captions (wording) 
 

alternative hierarchical 

string of captions 
 

broader call number 
 

narrower call number 
 

see also 
 

note with examples 
 

end of wording 
 

service information 

http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference
http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference
http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference


Example . RDF statement for a concept . 

 

It is understood that original RDF 

statements contain Russian words written 

in Cyrillic. It was translated into English for 

this publication. 

URI for Е472.311.5 is 

http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%954

72.311.5.  

URI for Е472.311 is 

http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%954

72.311.  

http://10.250.98.19/bbk.asp?bbk=%C5472.311.5
http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311.5
http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311.5
http://10.250.98.19/bbk.asp?bbk=%C5472.311.5
http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311
http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311


@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> . 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

 <skos:Concept 

rdf:about=http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311.5> 

<skos:notation > Е472.311.5 </skos:notation> 

<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="ru"> Life sciencies -- Microbiology -- 

Physiology  biophysics and biochemistry of мicroorganisms -- 

Biochemistry of мicroorganisms  -- Metabolism and еnergy 

exchange of мicroorganisms. Nutrition of microorganisms -- 

Anabolism (assimilation) -- Biosynthesis -- Photosynthesis. 

Photosynthetic microorganisms </skos:prefLabel>     

<skos: broader xml:lang="ru"> 

http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311 </skos: 

broader>  

<skos:hiddenLabel xml:lang="ru"> Photosynthesis. 

Photosynthetic microorganisms </skos:hiddenLabel> 

</skos:Concept> 

http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311.5
http://10.250.98.19/bbk.asp?bbk=%C5472.311.5
http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%95472.311




The software and 

information retrieval 

technology 

 



Software used in the 

project: 

Apache Jena, 

JavaScript for LOD site, 

Django and Python for 

specialized software for 

translating BBK numbers 

captions and linking BBK 

numbers with UDC numbers. 



The Navigation. Example 

BBK Numbers navigation 

page.  

The number E01 with the 

string “Life sciences -- 

General biology - The origin 

of life” were found 

 

 



The user can navigate through the 

classification tree on the left side of 

the screen and select the required 

BBK number.  

To the right, he sees a complete 

string of captions.  

Below is the amount of bibliographic 

records for this BBK number, other 

numbers at the same level and at the 

higher one. 

 





Search by randam words. 

Examples: 
1) by word “Grees”; 

2) by words combination “statememt 

of vois” (voice traning); 

3) by word “voice”. 





Translations of the caption  

strings found by “Grees”: 



Physics and Mathematics -- Mathematics -- General Section -- Persons of 

mathematicians -- Foreign countries - Pythagoras from Samos (580? -500? 

BC) (Ancient Greece) 

Life Sciences -- Paleontology -- Paleozoology -- Paleozoogeography -- 

Europe -- Southern Europe -- Greece 

History. Historical Sciences -- History of Historical Science -- The General 

History of Historical Science -- The Development of Historical Thought and 

the Accumulation of Historical Knowledge in the Ancient World -- The 

Development of Historical Thought and the Accumulation of Historical 

Knowledge in the Ancient World - The Development of Historical Thought in 

Ancient Greece 

… 

Art. Art history - Graphics -- Types and genres of graphics -- Engraving -- 

Types of engravings that differ in material and technique -- Wood engraving 

(woodcut) -- History of woodcutting -- Selected foreign countries -- Europe - 

Greece 

Art. Arts -- Theater -- Specific theater -- Musical theater- - Opera theater -- 

History of opera house -- Selected foreign countries -- Europe- - Greece 

Religion. Atheism -- Religion -- Individual religions -- Christianity -- 

Orthodoxy -- Hellas (Greek) Orthodox Church. 



Bibliographic records for the 

subject 

 “The Development of Historical 

Thought in Ancient Greece”   

 

(Russian, Greec and English 

titles and original alphabets) 





The search by “Statement of 

voice”  found in examples 



SHCH334.076.3 

Art. Art Studies - Theater - Specific theaters - Dramatic theater – Theory 

of Dramatic Theater - Creative components and expressive means of a  

dramatic performance - The art of an actor - Scenic speech 

  

For example: 

Statement of voice, diction, intonation, etc. 





Search by the word “voice” 





Biological sciences -- Physiology, biophysics and biochemistry of 

functional systems, organs and processes -- Physiology, biophysics 

and biochemistry of the nervous system and sense organs -- Speech 

and voice. Speech organs 

See also: 

Щ314.3-1: The voice device. Voice Hygiene 

 

 Health care. Medical sciences -- Special clinical sections of 

medicine -- Otorhinolaryngology - Speech and voice disorders 

See also:  

Ч437 Logopedics  

  

Health care. Medical sciences -- Special clinical sections of medicine 

-- Pediatrics -- Diseases of children -- Selected diseases of children -

-- Diseases of ENT organs in children -- Speech and voice disorders  

 

 Culture. The science. Education -- Public education. Pedagogical 

sciences -- Special schools. Defectology -- Speech Therapy 

For example: 

Education and training of children with speech and voice 

deficiencies.  

 

 



Search by “see also” 

relationship 



Health care. Medical sciences -- Special clinical sections of medicine –  

Otorhinolaryngology -- Speech and voice disorders 

 

See also: 

Ч437:  Logopedics 



Art. Art history -- Music -- Specific 

types of music and musical 

performance -- Vocal music -- Solo 

singing. Singing voice -- Voice 

apparatus. Voice Hygiene 

 

See also: 

Щ310.661: Musical hearing 



See also 
Щ310.661 http://lod.rsl.ru/bbkgsk/concepts/%D0%A

9310.661 

 

Искусство. Искусствознание -- Музыка -- 

Теория музыки (теоретическое музыкознание) -

- Музыкальная акустика. Естественнонаучные 

основы музыки -- Психофизиологическая 

акустика -- Музыкальный слух 

 

 Art. Art history - Music - Music theory (theoretical 

musicology) - Musical acoustics. The natural 

sciences of music - Psychophysiological acoustics - 

Musical hearing 



Workflow diagram of “BBK - 

General Classified Catalog 

Navigator and Search” 

Application 





A specialized software for 

translating BBK numbers captions 

and linking BBK numbers with 

UDC numbers 

 

 



The figure  shows the 

software translation mode. 

  

In the upper part of the 

application, the operation 

mode can be selected: either 

BBK translation or linking of 

BBK and UDC numbers.  

 



The BBK numbers tree is located on the left 

hand side of the central part of the application. 

The user can select any of the BBK numbers for 

translation.  

 

If a number has not yet been translated, the 

right side of the screen will display information 

on the BBK number and the UDC number linked 

to it, if such link has been established, as well 

as the automatic translations made.  

 

To translate a number, the user can choose one 

of the suggested translations and correct it, if 

the automatic translation suggested was not 

accurate. 





The Figure shows a linking mode “UDC-BBK”. 

 

The left hand side of the screen displays the 

UDC tree.  

 

The right hand side displays the information on 

the current number, linked number, if the link 

has already been established.  

 

Displayed below us information on the 

automatically selected most matching numbers. 





The user has the following options: 

 

- he can select the most matching 

numbers out of the ones suggested; 

- he can go to in the index tree to any 

of the numbers suggested and detail 

the number; 

- he can go straight to the numbers 

tree root and select the required 

number manually. 

 



The expert selected several  

options. 



Relationship established:  

one UDC number –  

7 BBK numbers. 





Practical Uses of the 

Classification System:  

 Organizing subject search through 

visualization of the BBK/GCC tree and 

enabling the reader to navigate through 

the tree. 

 Displaying subject headings in search 

tips for subsequent search by BBK 

numbers. 

 Displaying the literature list by 

keywords. 



We are considering the application of the 

Сlassification system in LOD environment in 

the following areas:  

  enriching queries from various users (organizations and 

individuals) to enable their transfer  to RSL OPAC and 

digital library;   

 enriching queries from various users to enable their 

transfer to OPACs of other Russian libraries using the 

complete version of BBK tables;  

 enriching queries with UDC (Universal Decimal 

Classification) as many Russian and foreign libraries are 

using them) ; 

 enriching queries containing UDC indices from the tables 

published in the LOD environment using BBK numbers to 

perform searches in the RSL OPAC; 

 



 enriching queries submitted to Yandex search 

engine with words from our Classification 

system associated with the words used in a 

query (in Russia, Yandex is used on a par with 

Google for Internet searches); 

 addition of Wikipedia articles with links to 

publications in the RSL and, conversely, the 

opportunity for the RSL user to provide articles 

from Wikipedia;  

 using the Сlassification system for searches in 

the National Digital Library.  
 

 




